“Dynamic Assessment of Treatment-Related Behavioral Changes in Neurodevelopmental
Disorders: The iBehavior App”
Background: There is a rapidly growing translational effort to understand the brain
mechanisms of dysfunction in neurodevelopmental disorders (NDD) such as autism spectrum
disorder (ASD), fragile X syndrome (FXS), Down syndrome (DS), and others associated with
intellectual disabilities (ID). After development and validation of mechanistically targeted
treatments in animal models, several large empirically supported clinical trials have been carried
out, but with little success. Thus far the vast majority of trials of such targeted treatments in ID
have relied on questionnaires that record caregivers’ recollections of behavior as the primary
endpoints for determining efficacy. Despite a precedent for using such measures, they have
limitations including recollection bias, high placebo response rates, and in many cases, arbitrary
anchors to severity. In addition, some high impact problems in NDD, notably anxiety, are difficult
for caregivers to evaluate given the oftentimes internal nature of this type of distress, cooccurrence with other related symptoms, and limited patient communication skills. These
limitations have created impediments to detection of clinical benefits of treatment. The
development of outcome measures for NDD that are ecologically valid, sensitive to change and
less susceptible to placebo effects is an important goal in the field.
iBehavior App: To respond to these limitations and improve clinical research in NDD, we
developed a specially designed and dynamic tablet- and smartphone-based application (“app”)
that allows parents and teachers to record critical behaviors on a daily basis. This type of
measurement is called Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA). EMA involves repeated
sampling of an individual’s current behaviors close to real time, in their natural environment.
Supported by literature review, a Delphi expert panel study, and input from caregivers, iBehavior
measures: (1) Irritable Mood and Aggression, (2) Avoidant, Fearful and Nervous Behavior, (3)
Inattentive Behavior, (4) Stereotyped and Repetitive Behaviors and Interests, (5) Social Initiation
and Responsiveness, and (6) Hyperactivity and Impulsivity. Unlike typical questionnaires,
detailed and standardized caregiver/teacher training accompanies iBehavior to improve its
accuracy and reliability.

Update on Progress and Plans: iBehavior has been programmed, is ready for use, and is
available at the Apple and Android stores (see Figure below), and the first iteration of the rater
training materials are finished. Thus, we are ready to evaluate iBehavior’s reliability and validity
in the field with families. Fortunately, with support from NICHD, our research team has been
working to adapt and validate a cognitive test battery for NDD called the NIH Toolbox Cognitive
Battery for use as a set of outcome measures (R01HD076189), with an emphasis on Down and
fragile X syndromes. We were recently awarded a 5-year competitive renewal of this grant, and
we plan to invite all 240 families to provide iBehavior data for two weeks in conjunction with their
participation in the larger grant.

